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Laurence King Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Art by Tattooists: Beyond Flash, Jo Waterhouse, Jesse Lee Denning, Tattoos and tattoo artwork have become part of mainstream culture, and more so over the last few years with popular TV shows taking the viewer inside the tattoo studio for the first time. Many tattooists are also highly skilled artists in their own right, and have moved beyond the artwork they tattoo onto skin to creating bodies of personal artwork more likely to be viewed in a gallery than a tattoo studio. "Art by Tattooists" is the first book to showcase this art. The book features twenty-six international artists who use a variety of media, from ink, watercolour, acrylic paint and oil to lino printing, painting on wood and board, and even examples of tattoo-style skateboard graphics. Many of the artists are heavily influenced by the imagery they use as tattooists roses, hearts, skulls, scrolls, birds, pin-ups, etc. and carry this into their personal work. Other work features colours, themes or subject matter that is more subtly related to tattooing.

Reviews

 Basically no terms to clarify. It is actually written in basic terms rather than confusing. I found out this ebook from my dad and I suggested this book to find out.
-- Elinore Vandervort

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. I could possibly comprehended every little thing out of this composed e pdf. I am quickly could get a enjoyment of looking at a composed book.
-- Mrs. Mariam Hartmann
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Art by Tattooists: Beyond Flash. L. King. Art by Tattooists: Beyond Flash. L. King. Art By Tattooists: Beyond Flash: Showcases Artwork by Tattoo Artists From All Over the World in a Variety of Media Including Ink, Watercolor, Lino Printing, Acrylic Painting, Oil Painting and Tattoo Street Art and Skateboard Graphics. Rebecca Green Monthly Themes Books To Buy Home Gifts Print Patterns This Book Doodles Creative Prints. 200 Projects to Strengthen Your Art Skills (Aspire). Fishpond New Zealand, 200 Projects to Strengthen Your Art Skills (Aspire) by Valerie ColstonBuy Books online: 200 Projects to Strengthen Your Art Skills (Aspire), 2008, Fishpond.co.nz. Graphic Art Graphic Design Political Issues Revolutionaries How To Memorize Things Politics Graphics Store Books. Art By Tattooists avoids the more common branches of tattoo art (e.g. flash) and focuses on the canvas creations of a cross-section of tattooists, from Into You’s Lucy Pryor to Daniel Albrigo at New York Adorned. Jo Waterhouse provides wonderful documentation of a bridge between the worlds of fine art and tattoo art, demonstrating how they are not as far removed as some would like to believe, and in many cases are indeed one and the same. Tattoo art sharing page on Instagram: Send yours to flash.addicted.submission@gmail.com #art #artist #artsupport #tattoo #tattoos #tattooed #tattooflashâ€¦â€¦â€¦â€½ 3,340 Likes, 4 Comments - Tattoo art sharing page (@flash_addicted) on Instagram: Send yours to flash.addicted.submission@gmail.com #art #artist #artsupportâ€¦â€¦â€½ Tiger Sketch Tiger Drawing Tiger Art Suit Drawing Tiger Tattoo Design Tattoo Designs Tiger Tattoo Back Tattoo Sketches Tattoo Drawings. More information... THE IMPERIAL INK ðŸ‰ on Instagram: Send yours to flash.addicted.submission@gmail.com #art #artist #artsupportâ€¦â€½ Justin Sketches. Art by Tattooists is the first book to showcase this art. The book features twenty-six international artists who use a variety of media, from ink, watercolour, acrylic paint and oil to lino printing, painting on wood and board, and even examples of tattoo-style skateboard graphics. Many of the artists are heavily influenced by the imagery they use as tattooists roses, hearts, skulls, scrolls, birds, pin-ups, etc. and carry this into their personal work. Many tattooists are also highly skilled artists in their own right, and have moved beyond the artwork they tattoo onto skin to creating bodies of personal artwork more likely to be viewed in a gallery than a tattoo studio. Art by Tattooists is the first book to showcase this art.